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Measuring Progress in Discourse Production
A genre-based approach
Abstract
The aim of this paper is to find criteria for the evaluation of oral business discourse pro-
duced in the language laboratory by students of business German. I felt the lack of an
instrument that measures more precisely, not only linguistic criteria like lexis and gram-
mar, but also the pragmatic background and the functions that discourse types within
‘language for specific purposes’ (LSP) have to fulfil. By evaluation I mean the asses-
sment of individual progress, but indirectly I evaluate a teaching concept. A good tea-
ching programme should facilitate progress.
I am going to describe a teaching concept called Übertragung ‘text transfer’, focu-
sing on the project that provided the data material for the present study. I will then pres-
ent the model I have chosen as a basis for the study. In the study itself I concentrate on
‘text organisation’ and ‘content structure’.
1. Teaching concept and project description
The teaching concept Übertragung ‘text transfer’ was designed for the
training of oral skills in business communication with adult learners. It
involves reading an input text, for example a newspaper article in the
native language. For our project we chose a newspaper interview with a
successful Norwegian furniture producer. This text provides the content
for the exercise. Students are also given a task description, i.e. instruc-
tions for a business situation they are to simulate as speakers. The de-
scription contains information on the situational context expected in
pragmatic linguistics (1) role and status of speaker and addressee (2)
location (3) formality level (4) medium and channel (5) subject matter
(cf. Levinson 1983: 23). The students are instructed to take the role of
the furniture producer who has been asked to ring up a German im-
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porter of quality furniture and to give him details about the product
range (referred to as product), the delivery potential (delivery) and the
economic situation in Norway and Germany and how that influences
the producer’s competitive status (economic situation). The speaker is,
of course, expected to realise that he is talking to a potential customer.
He has to perform a professional task implying strategic language use.
The result or output text is recorded on tape in the language laboratory.
The corpus for the project consists of 20 transcribed output texts
from a test at the start of the course (test 1) and 45 texts from the final
exam (test 2). During the four months between tests students attended
10 two-hour training sessions. A description of the teaching process lies
outside the scope of this paper.
When speakers produce output texts, they go through a cognitive
process, the mental processing of content. The input text is decoded and
stored in the mind, then the mind is active planning the output and final-
ly the output text is encoded and spoken. Prior knowledge puts con-
straints on the way every individual stores knowledge and later repro-
duces it. This abstraction has its background in schema theory (cf.
Kintsch and van Dijk 1978). 
Somewhat simplified the activity I have described is sending on a
message. The process has parallels with translation. Written text is trans-
formed into spoken discourse, native language into foreign language,
written monologue into simulated interaction, business content into
business communication, text reception into text production. This
parallel with translation makes many learners focus on translation stra-
tegies, translating large passages of the input text and forgetting the
communicative situation. I call this an atomistic approach. It makes
speakers lose the overview and the core of the information. They focus
on the linguistic details rather than on the business strategy. It is there-
fore essential for the teacher or trainer to inspire students to set up a
plan or strategy for the message and only then go into the details of for-
mulating concepts and applying grammatical rules. This I call a holistic
approach.
When trying a holistic approach to evaluation we run into difficul-
ties. It is easier to quantify and assess linguistic criteria on the sentence
level like lexis and grammar. I also tried quantitative machine evalua-
tion and found for example that the average student increases her word
per minute ratio by 24,53 per cent between the two tests. This says very
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little about the treatment of content, which is one of my aims. I think it
is time to go away from a predominately atomistic or quantitative
approach to a top-down holistic approach, subordinating linguistic cri-
teria under criteria of a holistic perspective. I therefore propose a gen-
re-based approach.
2. A pragmatic genre model
2.1. The linguistic base
In recent pragmatic linguistics there is general agreement that text gen-
res are to be classified according to their communicative purpose.
Swales’ (1990) and Bhatia’s (1993) approach to the production and
analysis of genres is very practicable from my point of view. Let us look
at Bathia’s definition of genre, based on Swales’ works. Genre is:
“A recognisable communicative event, characterised by a set of com-
municative purposes, identified and mutually understood by the mem-
bers of the professional or academic community in which it regularly
occurs. 
Most often it is highly structured and conventionalised with con-
straints on allowable contributions in terms of their intent, positioning,
form and functional value. 
These constraints, however, are often exploited by the expert members
of the discourse community to achieve private intentions within the
framework of socially recognised purpose(s). (Bhatia 1993: 13)
The term communicative purpose is not unproblematic. Although the
members of a professional community would know what to say and
how to say it, they may not be aware of the full set of communicative
purposes. Swales refers to examples from law procedure and political
speeches. Cross-examination of witnesses is more than just eliciting the
facts of the case. By skilful question techniques lawyers may control
what a witness reveals and what not in favour of the one side. Politi-
cians in their speeches not only present party policies, but they will also
ridicule opposition parties and generate applause (cf. Swales 1990: 46-
47). The researcher as an outsider has the difficult task to investigate
these complex purposes. For the present study I will focus on the situa-
tion according to the task description and general professional business
goals. These goals have earlier been presented to the students as a norm.
During text production there may be a conflict between the communi-
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cative purpose of the simulated business situation and the ‘actual’ test-
classroom situation. This I call the ‘simulation effect’. It must therefore
not be neglected. Before I expand on the business goals and the simula-
tion effect, we have to look at the steps in Bhatia’s model.
For Bhatia the communicative purpose is the main discriminating
factor in a genre. The general orientation for discourse production and
discourse analysis is linguistic, psychological and socio-cultural, im-
plying that in the mental process of discourse production these three
dimensions are activated. Consequently we pay attention to these three
dimensions in the analysis of discourse. I interpret this as displayed in
figure 1.
Figure 1: Proposed model for text production and analysis
A step in Bhatia’s analysis is the structural interpretation of a genre. In
his examples text structure can materialise as a linear organisation or
sequence of moves or actions. In a sales promotion letter he thus iden-
tifies the moves: (1) establishing credentials, (2) introducing the offer,
(3) offering incentives (4), enclosing documents and (5) soliciting
response (6) using pressure tactics (7) ending politely (1993: 46f.). This
text organisation is a text convention, a socio-cultural feature that is
expected in a “discourse community”. Within the constraints of text
conventions the author or speaker then employs individual strategies to



















tegies are cognitive processes underlying a psycholinguistic orientation
(fig. 1).
To my mind Bhatia’s approach is dynamic because it acts on the ten-
sion between socio-cultural constraint and individual freedom in
speech production. From a pedagogical standpoint we evaluate texts
with both orientations in mind, not forgetting linguistic realisation. I
have done that by looking at text organisation and content structure.
Text organisation I see as the linear sequencing of moves or actions,
following text conventions. I prefer the term action to move, as Bathia’s
move concept seems to go further than mere linear organisation, for
example in his ‘cognitive structuring’ (1993: 115). I have segmented
the text into actions heuristically, according to my knowledge of busi-
ness conventions. Content structure I see as the internal structure of
content, here materialised in the cognitive or strategic management of
the three topics in the exam task: product, delivery and economic situa-
tion. I found more variation in content structure than in text organi-
sation.
2.2. Communicative purpose and business goals
I said above that business goals would be focused on in the evaluation.
We can distinguish between the current business situation and general
business goals. In the current situation the Norwegian furniture produ-
cer has been asked to ring up a German importer and to give him some
information. General business goals can be expressed in meeting custo-
mer needs, i.e. providing goods and services, or in capital gain for the
producer. The producer and supplier has to start activities in order to be
able to provide those goods and services. The overall communicative
purpose is persuasive, influencing the other person to agree to some-
thing that gives you a profit, in the actual case it is buying furniture.
Written and oral communication is an essential activity in such business
transactions. Rules for such communication are laid down in negotia-
tion theory and handbooks on sales talks. The following is a list of
essential qualities that are needed in contacts with business partners in
order to attain the communicative purpose (cf. Fisher and Ury 1981,
Fisher and Ertel 1997, Lewicki and Litterer 1985, 1994, Wage 1991).
Bhatia similarly sets up ‘such functions’ for sales promotion letters
(1993: 45-46).  The following list is part of the teaching programme:
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- Planning, strategy. You have to plan your talks carefully, in line
with the business strategy.
- Preparation. You have to be well prepared, using relevant informa-
tion and using it skilfully. 
- Clarity, efficiency. You have to be clear and efficient, saving time
and money. 
- Interaction. You need to have good interactive strategies: giving
feedback, explaining, arguing and asking questions 
- Cooperation. You have to be cooperative, building good relation-
ships with your business partners, and at no costs must you act in a
way to risk losing a good business relationship.
Linguistic theory has parallel rules for general communication. Busi-
ness communication goals harmonise with Grice’s cooperative princi-
ple (cf. Levinson 1983: 101). It seems that for business communication
the focus is to a higher degree on the results of a process than on the
process itself. Turning to speech act theory, the communicative purpose
has a parallel in the main text illocution.
2.3. Communicative purpose and simulation
There is always the danger that simulations disturb the communicative
purposes and that the output texts show signs of the simulation effect. I
have tried to demonstrate that in table 1. In the left column, the title
‘situational background’ covers the communicative purpose and prag-
matic context criteria for context (cf. Levinson’s criteria, 2 above).
With these context criteria students are supposed to produce a ‘real life
business situation’ (middle column), but in actual fact they simulate in
the language laboratory (right column) performing an exercise or a test
that is assessed by the teacher. I call the effect of this process simulation
effect.
Even though Übertragung is generally evaluated highly as a training
concept, the simulation effect cannot be neglected in an evaluation. In
the present paper I have to leave it at this reference. 
There is, on the other hand, one great advantage in simulations that
may help us to learn something about text production. We know the task
and the input content and we can study and evaluate how it is exploited
for the communicative purpose. 
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Table 1: The simulation effect
3. Text organisation
It is not my aim to define a genre in this paper. Nevertheless the speak-
ers have performed a task, consisting of a ‘set of communicative pur-
poses’, and they have simulated a ‘communicative event’. These are
features in Swales’ and Bhatia’s definition of genre (cf. above). It al-
lows us to apply genre analysis. For that purpose I have segmented the
text heuristically into actions (cf. footnote 4). I group these actions as is
customary in conversational analysis in an opening phase, a main phase
and a closing phase. The transition from the opening phase to the main
phase and the signal anticipating the closing phase are crucial. In nego-
tiation theory and salesmen’s manuals we recognise these phases as a
potential for tactical behaviour. Initiative at the transition to the main
phase can give the speaker a strategic advantage and the signal anti-
cipating an important decision or negotiation agreement marks the ini-
tiative to start the closing phase. 
3.1. Observations and tendencies
In the first test students were not aware of phases and actions. Many
speakers forgot an opening phase and a closing phase. They just trans-
ferred the message, forgetting the addressee. Text organisation is rela-
tively easy to teach, train and assess and we can clearly notice that the
speakers have a better command of text conventions in the second test,
i.e. they have made progress. There is limited individual variation in the
number and relevance of the actions and in the order of the different
actions.
Situational background Real life business situation Simulation in the language
laboratory
Communicative Purpose Establishing contact with new
customer
To score well in the exam, or to
impress fellow students?







Fellow student or teacher
Assessment
Location Business office Classroom, language laboratory




Telephone Language laboratory or ‘toy’
telephones
Content (subject matter) What is relevant for the situation What is relevant for the exam
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3.2. Criteria for evaluation
What should be the guiding evaluation criteria? A participant of the
discourse community expects certain actions in certain phases in a pre-
ferred order, for example greeting, own name and partner’s name at the
beginning of a telephone call. Actions can be obligatory, optional, rele-
vant or redundant. One may, for example, ask whether it is wise to say
only one’s name and not mention the name of the firm or one’s own
function in the firm. Linguistic realisation is important. What, for exam-
ple, are the preferred choices when introducing oneself. In the corpus,
men say: Ekornes, Herr Ekornes, Karl Ekornes; women say: Frau
Ekornes, Karin Ekornes, etc. There is cultural and professional variation
in this field. In the following I list the most frequent actions and their lin-
guistic realisations, grouped under the phases. For simplicity the ex-
amples are all taken from test 2. Figures 001-045 refer to exam codes:
Opening phase
Greeting. (Example 1)
Saying partner’s name. (Example 2)
Introducing oneself. (Example 3)
Saying name of firm/country. (Example 4)
Stating own function in the firm. (Example 5)
Polite phrase, indicating appreciation. (Example 6)





(3) Ekornes (male) 001; ich bin Frau Ekornes 005; mein Name ist
Janne Ekornes 008; hier spricht Frau Ekornes 015; hier ist
Frau Ekornes 014; ich heiße Frau Ekornes 0022; hier ist Frau
Ekornes aus Norwegen 014
‘Ekornes; I am Mrs. Ekornes; my name is Janne Ekornes; Mrs.
Ekornes speaking; here is Mrs. Ekornes; my name is Mrs. Ekor-
nes’; here is Mrs. Ekornes from Norway’
(4) ich rufe von der Firma Ekornes in Norwegen an 008
‘I am calling from the Ekornes company in Norway’
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(5) ich bin der Chef des Möbelkonzerns Ekornes 014; Geschäfts-
führer bei Ekornes 015
I am the boss at the Ekornes company; Managing director at
Ekornes’
(6) ja und ich habe mich über Ihr Interesse sehr gefreut 008; ja es
freut mich daß Sie persönliche Kontakt mit Ihre Lieferanten
wünschen 005
‘yes and I appreciate your interest; I am glad you want to estab-
lish personal contact with your suppliers’
(7) Sie haben uns ja am 31. März eine Fax geschickt 008; wir
haben dann auch auf Wunsch eh Unterlagen über unsere Pro-
duktion geschickt 011; haben Sie die Unterlagen erhalten? 008
‘you sent us a fax on March 31st; we sent you the documents
about our production you asked for; did you receive the docu-
ments?’
Transition to main phase
Linking topic in phase 1 with main phase. In the example (8) the speak-
er refers politely to the foregoing enquiry. (example 8),
Referring to own action or information material sent. (Example 9)
(8) Sie werden gern etwas über unsre Produkte wissen Herr Münzig
und ich nehme an daß Sie vielleicht früher von unsere meist
erfolgreiche Produkt gehört haben der Stressless 005
‘you want to have information about our products Mr. Münzig
and you may have heard about our most successful product the
Stressless chair’
(9) haben Sie die Unterlagen über unsere Produktion bekommen?
ich hoffe daß eh das Ihre erst erste Frage über unsere Produkte
beantwortet hat; haben Sie vielleicht die Unterlagen dabei ja
auf Seite drei unsere größte Verkaufserfolg haben wir mit dem
Stressless 010
‘did you receive the information material about our production?
I hope that answered your question about our products; have
you got our information brochure in front of you? yes on page
three our greatest success is the Stressless chair’
Main phase
Introducing following information/message. (Example 10)
Structuring following information. (Example 11)
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Main body of message. The focus is on three topics, cf. the section on
content structure below.
(10) und eh ja ich hab jetzt hier die Auskünfte um die Sie gebeten
haben 015
‘ and here I have the information you asked for’
(11) also erstens werde ich Sie unsere Produkte nennen und dann
werde ich über die Liefermöglichkeiten an Ihre Firma sprechen
drittens ... 023
‘first I am going to talk about our products and then I will talk
about delivery conditions’
Signalling the closing phase
Addressee’s name followed by short pause. This is normally an intro-
duction to one of the following actions. 005 (Example 12).
Explicitly introducing last topic. (Example 13)
Concluding question. (Example 14)
Summing up. (Example 15)
Referring politely  to addressee’s time pressure. (Example 16)
(12) so Herr Münzig (short pause) das wars 014;
‘well Mr. M. that was all’
(13) zum Schluß dann ein bißchen über... 009
‘to conclude I’d like to ...’
(14) haben sie noch Fragen Herr Münzig 008
‘any more questions, Mr. Münzig?’
(15) also ... 011; so ... 014; ja und das waren kurz der Hintergrund
037 
‘thus... ; so ...; yes and that was the background’
(16) jetzt werde ich Ihre Zeit nicht länger beansprechen(!) 017
‘now I don’t want to inconvenience you any longer’
Closing phase
Thanking for interest. (Example 17)
Suggestions for further contact. (Example 18)
(Naive actions. Such actions may, of course  turn up in all phases, but
students seem to have special difficulties in the closing phase.) These
actions indicate bad understanding of the situation. (Example 19)
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Confirming agreement. (Example 20) 
Looking forward to cooperation. (Example 21)
Saying good-bye. (Example 22)
Repeating addressee’s name. (Example 23)
(17) ja dann bedank ich mich 006
‘well thank you very much’
(18) und dann rufen wir uns vielleicht wieder nächste Woche an am
zweiten Mai 034; nein ja ja aber dann rufen Sie mich Freitag
wieder an 025
‘shall we phone again next week on May the second; no yes but
then you could give me a ring on Friday’
(19) naja jetzt haben Sie schon etwas erfahren 011; dann hoffe ich
sie zufrieden sind 029; ich hoffe daß Sie unsere Möbel impor-
tieren wollen 039
‘Now you have learnt something. Then I hope that you are satis-
fied. I hope that you wish to import our furniture’
(20) verbleiben wir so 030
‘let’s agree on that’
(21) und eh ich freue mich auf Ihre Zusammenarbeit 008
‘I’m looking forward to our cooperation’
(22) auf Wiederhör(e)n 
‘Good bye’
(23) Herr Münzig 
4. Content structure
4.1. Observations and tendencies
We saw above that there does not seem to be great individual variation
in text organisation. That may be due to students’ following a norma-
tive pattern or, according to Bhatia’s definition of genre, there are high
“constraints on allowable contributions” (1993: 13). Content structure,
on the other hand, shows considerable variation. Speakers are free to
find the relevant topics in the input text and present them in a way to
satisfy the communicative purpose. Therefore greater variation in con-
tent structure does not surprise. This harmonises with my assumption
that there is more scope for individual strategies in content structure
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than in text organisation (fig.1). Another reason may be that different
prior knowledge affects the cognitive process in different ways.
We can observe a tendency in learners to progress from an atomistic
to a holistic approach in the course of study. This means that there is
more evidence in test 1 of people concentrating on the details in the
input text, rather than concentrating on the communicative situation.
However, progress in topic management is not as striking as in text
organisation. I can see several reasons for that. First it is difficult to
compare two different tests with different content. Secondly, it is not as
easy to teach content structure as text organisation. Speakers with little
training and poor motivation perform less well in both tests. A third rea-
son is that it is easier to teach socio-cultural skills than it is to influence
the mental operations that are necessary for good topic management. 
4.2. Criteria for evaluation
Below I suggest a list of 10 evaluation criteria. Reference to relevant
business rules as stipulated above, is given in each case. On the macro
level I have studied the interaction between the topics production, deli-
very and economic situation. On the micro level I have studied their
inner structure. Poor performance, more often found in test 1, is op-
posed to acceptable performance, more often found in test 2. Progress
is to be seen along a scale between the two. 
4.3. Macro level criteria
Topic order. In test 1 I noted quite a few instances where students fol-
lowed the topic order of the input text, disregarding the actual situation.
In test 2 students to a greater degree followed the actual situation, i.e.
the order of questions put by the German importer. This is particularly
important in topic 3, where the task was to connect two topics of the
input text, competitiveness and the economic situation. From the busi-
ness perspective this displays the quality of planning.
Cohesion. In test 1 topics were often listed like beads on a string,
without connections to the actual situation. In test 2 there were more
instances where topics were linked with each other, underlining their
relevance in the situation or following some argumentative intention.
This can be interpreted as an indication of a sound business strategy.
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Split topics. In test 1 there were more examples of topics recurring
without reason, indicating poor strategy and preparation. This may
have been rational in the input text, but irrelevant in the current busi-
ness situation. In the next example the speaker starts like this:
(24) wir haben heute Probleme mit dem Wechselkurs hier in Nor-
wegen  
‘we have problems with the exchange rate here in Norway’ 
she goes on talking about her firm’s competitiveness, and then she says,
as if introducing a new topic:
(25) zum Schluss dann ein bißchen bißchen über die deutsche Mark
und norwegische Krone Wechselkurs 009 
‘at last a little about the German Mark and Norwegian Crown
exchange rate’
Irrelevant topics. In test 1 more topics from the input text were irrele-
vant for the present business situation than in test 2. In a business talk
this can be interpreted as bad preparation.
4.4. Micro level criteria
Topics go from implicit to explicit. Speakers in test 1 more often forgot
to mention what they were talking about, breaking the rule of clarity
and efficiency. Example (263) refers to a previous fax sent by the Ger-
man importer. There is no reference to the topic delivery:
(26) und was Sie vorschlagen das ist uns alles sehr interessant
‘and what you suggest is all very interesting’
Most topics in test 2 are made explicit, as seen in example (27)
(27) und die Möglichkeiten unsere Produkte an Sie zu liefern sind
sehr gut 011 
‘our delivery potential is very good’
Introduction of topics. In test 1 topics are often not introduced and come
as a surprise. This violates the rule of clarity. In test 2 this happens less
often. Example (28) is unintroduced:
(28) ja wir haben seit mehrere Jahren nach Deutschland exportiert
das ist keine Problem 005 
‘Yes we have exported to Germany for several years, that is no
problem’
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The introductory reference to a foregoing request in example (29) dis-
plays good preparation as well as cooperation:
(29) und eh ja ich hab jetzt hier die Auskünfte um die Sie gebeten
haben
ja die Produkte die wir für den Export herstellen ...
das sind vor allem Sessel ... 015 
‘and here I have the information you asked for yes the prod-
ucts we produce for export are mostly chairs’ 
Correct information. Students at this stage do not seem to have great
difficulties understanding written text. Difficulties may arise when eco-
nomic content is not understood. Exchange rates caused some confu-
sion and brought about deficient information. As preparation is essen-
tial in business communication, such ‘non-information’ has to be as-
sessed negatively.
Linguistic realisation. The progress made in lexis and grammar is nota-
ble between the tests, but in the current context this is evaluated in
terms of the realisation of genre criteria. 
Topic layers. The most interesting criterion is what I propose to call
‘topic layers’. A topic can sometimes be treated very superficially, one
layer only, in that it is just mentioned, but not expanded on. This cer-
tainly does not serve the intended communicative purpose. Thus one
speaker says about delivery:
(30) ich finde daß die Möglichkeit an Sie zu liefern sehr gut ist 002
‘I think that the possibility to deliver to you is very good’
and no more. More advanced ‘multi-layered’ utterings carry more
information. The argument can be developed in many different ways.
Topics are for example introduced, refer to the partner’s request for
information, argue in favour of his needs or in favour of a quality of the
product, and connect this with an advantage for the partner. This can be
seen in example (31):
(31) Sie möchten vielleicht wissen was für Produkte wir anbieten
können?
unser Stressless kennen Sie vielleicht
das ist ein Sessel
und das ist wirklich Erfolg geworden
und wir haben auch sogar den Namen geschützt
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eh sonst verkaufen wir auch Betten, Sofas und Sitzgruppen 001 
‘you would like to know what products we can offer? (introduc-
tion of topic)
you know our Stressless don’t you (introducing product)
that is a chair (specifying)
and it has become a success (additional information)
and we have also protected its name (additional information)
furthermore we also sell beds, sofas and sofa groups’ (answers
partner’s request)
The speaker tries to satisfy his partner’s request for information and
makes the most of the little information there is in the input text.
Self-related or other-related. How does a speaker observe the rule of
cooperation, in order to build up a good relationship with a customer?
The one-layered example (30) is self-related. The speaker says that he
himself considers the possibility to deliver to be good. This may not be
reason enough for a potential customer to buy the goods. In the multi-
layered example (32) the producer refers to the customer’s mind or
interest (as you may know; more expensive for you), trusting him to be
well informed. He also explains the economic situation step by step.
This is ‘other-related’, showing concern for the customer’s interests and
building up a cooperative relationship. 
(32) wie Sie vielleicht schon wissen sehen die Konjunkturen in
Norwegen und Deutschland anders aus
die norwegische Krone ist ja aufgewertet worden
also die norwegische Krone ist mehr wert gegenüber vorigem
Jahr
und das bedeutet daß unsere Möbel teurer geworden sind für
Sie Herr Münzig
‘as you may know the economic situations in Norway and Ger-
many are different
the crown has been revalued as you know
that is it is worth more than last year
and that means that our furniture has become more expensive
for you Mr. M.’
5. Conclusion
This study has shown that genre analysis can successfully be applied in
the evaluation of simulated business discourse. Building on Swales and
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Bhatia I studied the two features text organisation and content struc-
ture, with special focus on criteria enhancing business relationship.
Learners show a tendency of less individual variation and more pro-
gress in text organisation and more variation and less progress in con-
tent structure. That strengthens the claim laid down in my evaluation
model that text organisation depends to a higher degree on socio-cultu-
ral conventions (figure 1). Such conventions seem to be easier to learn.
Content structure, on the other side, shows much more individual varia-
tion. Although content has to be presented in a manner respecting gen-
re conventions - in our case it is the business message and general busi-
ness rules - the individual speaker seems to have much more freedom to
structure her content. This strengthens the assumption that psycholin-
guistic aspects play a more important role in content structure. 
As to the evaluation of the teaching concept programme itself, the
lower degree of progression in content structure implies that learners
need more help on how to handle available information and on the
implications for the business relationship. They must increase their
awareness of the business situation, what topics to choose and how to
arrange and present them to the listener.
Two different tests were given to the same population, before and
after the course. This proved disadvantageous for the study of content
structure. The same test given to two different populations, before and
after the course respectively, may provide material for a more accurate
comparison. 
The simulation effect was not studied systematically in this project.
It should be given priority when more comparable data are at hand.
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